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Investors…… We Have a Problem! 
 

LOOSING SUBSTANTIAL MONEY IN THE STOCK MARKET IS DEVASTATING!  
 

Whether you are still accumulating money, near retirement, or in retirement, experiencing          
significant stock market losses with extremely long recovery times is psychologically difficult.  
Consider the following statistics from the last two business cycle contractions and the resulting       
recessions. 
 

Using the Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index (symbol: W5000) as an evaluator, the business cycle 
expansion from 1991 through 2001 created a stock market high of 14,751.60 on 3/24/2000.  The              
ensuing business cycle contraction resulted in a stock market low of 7342.84 on 10/9/2002.  It 
was a drop of -50.2%.  It took 2525 days or 6.92 years into the next business cycle expansion to 
recover (2/20/2007 at a value of 14796.50). 
 

The business cycle expansion from 2001 through 2007 created a stock market high of 15,806.70 
on 10/9/2007.  The  ensuing business cycle contraction resulted in a stock market low of 6858.43 
on 3/9/2009.  It was a drop of -56.6%.  It took 1936 days or 5.3 years into the current business 
cycle expansion to recover (1/25/2013 at a value of 15,878.52). [The S&P 500 dropped -56.8% 
from 10/9/2007 to 3/9/2009 and took 1998 days or 5.47 years to 3/28/2013 for recovery.] 
 

Therefore, from 3/24/2000 to 1/25/2013; of the total 6217 days or 17.03 years, investors spent 
4461 days or 12.22 years just making up for losses incurred during the largest two back to back 

business cycle corrections in history. 
 

The Financial Industry (Securities versus Banking/Insurance) continues to profess diversification 
as the key to successful long-term investing.  How did diversification help you in the last two  
business cycle corrections?  In both contractions, all equities experienced catastrophic losses 
with subsequently enormous recovery times. 
 

In each occurrence, the Financial Industry inferred it was a one-time event.  First, it was the tech 
bubble in 2001 and the second, a real estate bubble in 2008.  How many more one-time events 
will individual investors experience?   
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Business cycles are real, cyclical, but not regular.  Regardless of causality or coincident activity, 
we are approaching another business cycle contraction.  Business news channels, adds,       
magazine articles, internet articles, and tv shows are now addressing this issue.  The standard       
recommendations are to take some profits now and/or rebalance and/or reallocate to other     
defensive equities, and/or shift equity investments into alternative investments.  Assuming any of 
these strategies will help an investor preserve a significant amount of money, who will tell you, 
what will they tell you, how will you or they determine the specifics, and are their                      
recommendations or your decisions sound?  Also, when will you do it and how will you know it is 
right time, and finally, when will you change back and how will that be determined? 
 

Like a casino for gambling, the Financial Industry, regulated by the SEC (Securities and          
Exchange Commission) and FINRA (Financial Industry Regulatory Authority), is the only place to 
invest in equities.  They control the financial products, the jargon, the buy/sell activity, the        
reporting, and the “expertise”, all for a price.  Just as in a casino, there are investing losers and 
winners, and the “house” always keeps a percentage of your monies.  Can the individual         
investor improve their odds of winning and reduce the “house” take?  Of course! However, you 
must be willing to make the effort and look for better alternatives! 
 

This journey will require much more than connecting a few dots to follow a straight-line from 
point “A” to point “B”.  In fact, this paper will contain a lot of dots, decision points, along with 
some soul-searching, and the path will be more like a French curve!  At the end, you may       
discover a new opportunity for your future successful personal investing and effective risk     
management. 
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Who Am I? 
 

My name is Mark T. Wurtz and I am first, and foremost, an individual investor! 
 

I worked in corporate America from 1973 into 2004, retired at the age of 53, and have always 
managed my own retirement portfolio.  At retirement, I stared with my 401k and lump sum       
retirement plan balances.  I earnestly began my detailed investing activity by the end of 2004. 
 

At the start of my employment with my last company, which lasted 25 years, I directed 16% of 
my paycheck to my 401k with an approximate 4% company match.  My future contributions   
never fell below 10% and always with the company match.  Note: children and family issues will      
always impact investors in their accumulation years but maintaining contributions is critical. 
 

Education, research (hundreds of hours over many years) , and experience honed my investing 
skills and eventually set the path to creating an Investment Advisory (IA) firm, I.S.S.U.E.®, Inc., 
with me as an Investment Adviser Representative (IAR), in 2012. 
 

I am like no other IA/IAR.  I do not manage and make a living off my client’s monies.  I offer     
educational investing seminars, investment advice, a strategic momentum investing strategy, 
and a capital preservation/market value investing strategy, all through the moniker entitled             
INVESTESCENT®, One Who is Becoming a Successful Investor.  My mission statement: To     
educate and advise Investors on the many issues involved in the investment process so 
they may become competent in their investment decisions and gratified with their          
investment results, whether self-directing or utilizing a Financial Professional to manage 
their portfolio. 
 

The investment industry, with all it’s components, is nothing more than a warehouse of investing 
tools from which the individual investor can select to aid in the construction and management of 
their retirement portfolio.  The ultimate wealth accumulation of that portfolio depends upon the 
appropriate tools being selected and the proper use of the tools by the individual investor. 
 

I am only a long-term investor.  I am not a trader nor do I believe trading is a successful means 
to acquiring retirement wealth.  I do not necessarily follow the current investing norms of the       
Financial Industry.  I am an investing maverick. 
 

What would compel an individual investor to follow the advice of any financial professional?  
Should the performance of a financial professional in their personal investing be a criterion for 
selecting that individual? 
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Following are the actual investing results from my personal retirement portfolio.  End of period 
and distribution values are expressed as an amount of the initial value, x.  The number of stocks, 
exchange traded funds (ETFs), and mutual funds (MFs) shown represent the quantity of those 
holdings used (at any time) in the specified time periods.  As my expertise increased, the number 
of holdings decreased.  After 2005, I invested 100% in equity holdings.  During the financial crisis 
and business contraction from 2008 through 2009, my investments remained the same.  All my 
distributions come straight from equity positions, even in down years. 
 

 
 

 

The following IRR figures come from my portfolio management program for the timeframes 
shown.  Monitoring your investments performance against known indices are critical for         
evaluating your past investment decisions and formulating strategies for future decisions. 
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How many of the current-thinking cardinal rules did I break in these 13 years of investing?  In your 
opinion, how successful were my investment results?  Can you assume my future results will be 
similar?  Most importantly, if I had not been invested in equities from 2008 through 3/2009, what 
would my 2017 EOP value and annualized IRR have been for those 13 years?  Could those losses 
in 2008 through 3/2009 have been avoided? 

 

My overall investment decisions are based on specific asset categories and matching the           
associated investment products available.  My goal is always market returns, never to beat the 
stock market.  My specific investments are not relevant.  I followed a strategy with the actual      
results above.  Every investor should decide their own strategy to achieve their personal success. 
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The Financial Industry 
 

I previously compared the Financial Industry’s operation to that of a casino; taking in your monies, 
creating the vehicles for investment (stocks, bonds, mutual funds, ETFs, etc.), and keeping a   
percentage.  No outcome is guaranteed and the investor (gambler) assumes all risk.  You may or 
may not enjoy the aspects of investing.  You do have to invest for a successful financial            
retirement. 
 

If you stop and think about it, investing is really capitalistic gambling.  You put money in an       
investment, like a slot machine, and hope the value increases over a period of time for a gain.        
However, you can also lose money.  The keys to success in this scenario are involvement,     
minimizing costs, and effective management. 
 

The Financial Industry is a monopoly.  As such, government regulation is necessary due to      
corporate and individual irresponsibility.  Throughout our capitalistic history, greed and corruption 
have lead to significant laws and regulations to govern the operations of the Financial Industry in 
order to protect individual investors.  The 1929 stock market crash began the all-encompassing        
umbrella of rules under which we invest today.  Of course, on-going irresponsibility has resulted 
in numerous additional laws all the way to Dodd-Frank in 2012. 
 

How difficult does the Financial Industry make it for the individual investor to understand the   
concepts, process, implementation, and management of investing?  For example, do you         
understand the differences between wealth, portfolio, asset, investment, or money management, 
either from a company or individual financial professional standpoint?  Can brokerage firms or 
management companies, create and sell mutual funds (open or closed), unit investment trusts, or 
ETFs?  Which type of financial professional will provide the most cost-effective advice and       
superior investment performance: robo, street corner broker, call center adviser, neighborhood IA 
(Investment Adviser), CFP, CFA, or PFS?  Are investments which are sold with sales charges or 
commissions more likely to outperform no-load investments? 

 

The vast majority of financial professionals are educated, knowledgeable, experienced, caring, 
and competent.  However, they, and their companies, all have one thing in common; using your   
money to make a living and a profit for their shareholders by providing a service.  It is a business, 
pure and simple. 
 

You must decide if the value of the service provided (cost versus performance) warrants the use 
of the service.  If you allow any personal issues to cloud your judgement or fail to use the        
necessary due diligence to properly evaluate the service, your financial future could be at best 
diminished or at worst destroyed. 
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I am sure you have heard of Bernie Madoff and the Wolf of Wall Street.  Their notoriety and the  
subsequent movies highlighted the enormity of their actions.  There is even a television show  
entitled American Greed containing similar situations.  You only have to look at the SEC and all 
the State Administrator’s websites to see specific examples of actions taken against many       
individuals on a regular and ongoing basis. 
 

Just how important is your money for the Financial Industry?  Their billboards, TV commercials, 
and Newspaper, Radio, and Internet adds are voluminous.  The advertising costs are likely to 
amount to hundreds of millions of dollars per year.  Your money, especially from retiring      
boomers, is a future gold mine of new and ongoing revenue.  Just how much is it worth to the        
Financial Industry? 

 
investescent.com 

For the majority of individual investors like yourself, unnecessary losses incurred are subtler.  If 
you are paying just .25% more a year for the “service” than you should, it will amount to a total 
loss of 9.75% in 20 years (.25% a year, 20 years, plus at a yearly rate of return of 6% for future 
gains lost: 4.75%).  If you are paying 1% more, the loss would be 39% (1% a year, 20 years, plus 
at a yearly rate of return of 6% for future gains lost: 19%)!  The cost associated with poor         
investment decisions can be enormous. 
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DECIPHERING AMBIGUOUS INVESTING TERMS 

 

As both an investor and IA/IAR, let me give you my interpretations of the REAL definitions       
associated with the following Financial Industries Terms.  In general, the Financial Industry’s 
terms are at best misleading and at worst erroneous.  They help the Financial Industry by       
hindering or confusing the individual investor.  If my position seems overly hypocritical or         
demeaning, read on and you can decide for yourself. 
 

ACTIVE (PASSIVE) – If you own a single stock, it is a passive investment, right?  But what made 
you pick this stock as opposed to another, an active decision, right?  What if you expand the 
amount of selections to 100 stocks.  Passive or Active?  What if, throughout the year, you buy 
and sell the one stock or the 100 stocks.  Passive or Active?  My point is that all financial      
products are actively managed, just to varying degrees.  The most passive-like financial products 
are index ETFs or mutual funds.  However, there is also an active component to them as well. 
 

ALPHA – Mutual fund managers and really, any Financial Professional, may try to tell you they 
are worth their cost because of the alpha, or increased return, they provide, usually above a 
benchmark.  DO NOT believe it.  The only three things which determine investment returns for a 
long-term investor are ASSET, COST, and HOLDING PERIOD (Options, derivatives, and       
revenue from stock loaning are not investing actions.  They are investment gambling or hedging 
and are really not associated with investing returns.).  If you own a stock on 12/31 of last year 
and hold it until 12/31 of this year, your investment return (gain or loss) is exactly the same as 
the stock.  If you vary any of these, you change the investment returns…. pure and simple.  For 
any money manager, their performance primarily depends on the assets selected and holding 
period. 
 

ASSET CATEGORY – These are subsets of each ASSET CLASS.  Large cap, mid cap, small 
cap, domestic, international, and emerging markets are the main categories contained in the 
Stocks or Equites asset class.  Subcategory examples are value, blend, and growth.   Allocation         
strategies which strive for enhanced performance (often referred to as ALPHA or SMART BETA) 
will focus on the subsets within each asset class or individual stocks. 
 

ASSET CLASS – The main classes of assets investors use are Cash, Bonds, Stocks, Real      
Estate, and Precious Metals.  Proponents of DIVERSIFICATION in a portfolio will recommend 
investing in different percentages of several asset classes with the assumption uncorrelated    
that assets will minimize investment risk for the entire portfolio. 
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BENCHMARK – The laws enacted by Congress to protect investors have had some detrimental 
consequences for investors.  To help investors evaluate any financial product, that product must 
be associated with a reasonable benchmark for performance comparison.  However, by law, only 
80% of the product has to be invested in stocks which represent the product, like large cap stocks.  
This allows a TREMENDOUS amount of leeway for the manager to attempt enhanced              
performance by changing the percentage mix of actual stocks from the benchmark, and even    
selecting assets outside the benchmark and hedging.  This is where the term SMART BETA 
comes from.  If a financial product was forced to use itself as a benchmark (in other words, use 
only the stocks actually owned for a given time frame to make up the benchmark), it is highly    
unlikely the benchmark performance would be exceeded due to the costs to manage the product. 
 

BUSINESS CYCLES – Fluctuations of economic activity over a period of time is referred to as a 
business cycle.  The four inherent elements experienced with every cycle are expansion, peak, 
contraction and trough.  They are cyclical but not regular.  There are thousands of economic      
indicators, usually grouped by leading, coincident, and lagging, which are reported on and      
monitored by U.S. Government agencies and private groups.  The stock market is a leading       
economic indicator.  Business cycles have been tracked since the mid-1800s.  Based on         
economic activity occurring within a business cycle, the stock market will generally go up in       
periods of expansion and will generally go down in periods of contraction.  Stock market           
corrections will occur in expansions (the W5000 experienced a drop of -20.9% between 4/9/2011 
and 10/3/2011 as well as a drop of -17.1% between 6/23/2015 and 2/11/2016) and stock market 
surges will occur in contractions (the W5000 experienced an increase of 26.3% between 
11/20/2008 and 1/6/2009).  To maximize investment returns, a long-term investor should be      
invested 100% of the time throughout an expansion.  To preserve significant capital gains, a    
long-term investor should be completely out of the stock market throughout a contraction. 
 

DIVERSIFICATION (ALLOCATION) – These are two sides to the same investment coin.  By 
changing your assets mix, you can diversify and possibly reduce risk.  By changing your assets 
mix a different way, you can allocate and possibly increase return.  For individual investors,     
consider diversification as defensive investing and allocation as aggressive investing.  With either 
strategy, eliminating or reducing risk and increasing investment returns is never guaranteed.     
Diversification is the gold standard risk management tool promoted by the Financial Industry,    
literally forever.  With any tool or investing strategy, it’s effectiveness depends on when and where 
it is used.  Given stock market volatility since the mid-1990s, and the magnitude of losses         
experienced in the last two business cycle contractions, diversification has been a RUSE!  First, 
the Financial Industry needs your monies 100% invested at all times because they will not make 
money otherwise.  Second, assuming you are invested 60/40 and the stock market goes down 
50%, you have still lost 30% of your entire portfolio.  Third, economists monitor business cycles 
and can identify the start of business cycle contractions based on leading economic indicators.  
Many fund managers use this information to reduce their equity holdings and increase cash      
positions prior to the corrections, thereby minimizing future fund losses. 
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INDEX – An index is a grouping of specific stocks within the total stock market.  It is not a        
financial product in which you can make an investment.  It is neither passive or active, it is just a 
representation of the selected stocks. 
 

MARKET TIMING – Time in the market versus market timing is the standard catch-phrase.    
Market timing has become synonymous with short-term trading, i.e. day trading.  For long-term 
investors, asset changes which exceed just 2 or 3 times a year may be construed as market   
timing based upon current philosophy.  However, every investment decision, at any time,         
involves market timing!  When you contribute to your 401k every month, are your monies         
immediately invested or do you accumulate them in a money market asset and subsequently  
exchange to an equity asset?  Do you wait to make lump sum investments?  Do you wait for   
apparent stock market highs to take a distribution or is it scheduled for the same time each year?  
A mutual fund manager who buys and sells stocks does so based upon the value or other         
conditions reflected in the stock market price of the stock.  Therefore, stock market timing is a 
component to every investment decision.  The implied negative to market timing is you are    
trading rather than investing to create capital gain.  Short-term stock market fluctuations are   
random and perceived patterns have no real correlations to long-term stock price appreciation.  
Day traders only make money by limiting their losses on a larger amounts of losing individual 
stock transactions and maximizing their gains made on far fewer winning individual stock     
transactions.  Even with sophisticated software, making a living by day trading is very difficult 
and accumulating long-term wealth is rare.  From a macro view, long and short term trends are     
present in the entire stock market.  However, they are the result of economic activity within a 
business cycle rather than inherent conditions in the stock market.  Given all this information, 
would one sell and one buy activity within an 8 to 12-year period be considered market timing?  If 
an equity category, like small caps, appeared to be appreciating greater than other categories, 
would it be considered “trading” to invest in that category?  Warren Buffet does it all the time! 
 

SALES CHARGES & FEES – Why are there an initial sales charge or commission of 5% (usually 
with LOAD funds) and annual 12b-1 fees for investors when purchasing investments through a      
broker/dealer?  Why is there an annual 1% of assets fee when IAs manage an investor’s portfolio 
(usually with NO-LOAD funds)?  Fund managers are paid whether the mutual fund makes money 
or loses money.  Broker/dealers and IAs are paid whether the investor (client) makes money or   
loses money on their investments.  Just exactly what benefits are investors receiving when they 
have to shoulder all the losses (significant losses in the last two business cycle contractions) 
while also paying everyone else?  Remember, 80%+ of all fund managers fail to beat their 
benchmark in any given year.  What value is the individual investor receiving from any financial 
professional when they pay for services which produce less than general stock market returns or 
results in significant losses in business cycle contractions? 
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TRENDS & SMAs – Have you heard the phrase, “The trend is your friend”?  For traders, trends 
are short lived, unpredictable, and random.  Software abounds which touts the ability to decipher 
random stock market sequences into meaningful investment decision-making actions.  SMAs, or 
simple moving averages, are used to validate and predict the strength or weakness of an         
investment’s current price relative to it’s ongoing averages.  In the Financial Industry, you will  
frequently hear about or see discussions regarding the 20-day, 50-day, and 200-day moving   
averages associated with investments and indexes.  PAY NO ATTENTION!  What relevance are 
any of those SMAs to a long-term investor during a possible 10-year business cycle expansion 
period (3650 days)?  However, from a macro viewpoint, there is strong validity for trends and 
SMAs related to business cycles.  In a business cycle expansion, the stock market trend is      
always up (day to day stock market action will always be random and will vary up or down).  In a 
business cycle contraction, the stock market trend is always down.  By using appropriate        
long-term (higher) SMAs, transitions from expansions and contraction are easily defined,         
especially when coupled or evaluated with leading economic indicators.  During a business cycle 
expansion, equity categories, like large cap or small cap, will experience price fluctuations based 
on various economic, political, or global conditions.  These trends can be monitored with          
appropriate long-term SMAs. 
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Behavioral Finance 
 

Fool me once, shame on you.  Fool me twice, shame on me. 
 

Based upon the last two extreme stock market downturns, investors should be very concerned 
about stock market losses associated with future business cycle contractions, as well as the    
likelihood of drastically long recovery time frames.  Can individual investors, especially boomers  
near or in retirement, afford another? 

 

Effective retirement and wealth planning by all investors should assume continuing volatility     
patterns in the stock market during future business cycle contractions.  Prudent investors should 
seek out whatever means are available to preserve and grow their wealth.  Based upon the losses 
sustained in the last two business cycle contractions, diversification DOES NOT work to            
effectively reduce market risk for the individual investor!  But it DOES keep the money flowing for 
the Financial Industry!  
 

Being human, our wheelhouse for decision making is based upon instant gratification, not     
something 20 – 30 - 40 or more years in the future.  We are inherently lazy and prone to put off    
decisions and changes.  Our biases create an immediate roadblock for effective investing.  Please 
read the articles “Opinion: Americans are still terrible at investing, annual study once again shows” 
and “Poor investor performance: What can be done?” at the following websites. 
“https://www.marketwatch.com/story/americans-are-still-terrible-at-investing-annual-study-once-again-shows-2017-10

-19” 
“http://mathinvestor.org/poor-investor-performance-what-can-be-done” 

 

Financial professionals spend 80 – 90% of their client time dealing with behavioral finance issues.  
How much money are you wasting by having someone manage YOU?  The W5000 had very little 
volatility throughout 2017.  The value increased 18.6%.  How have any recent stock market         
corrections affected you?  Did you start thinking about 2008—2009?  Did you make any            
investment changes? 

 

We are very poor long-term investors.  Human nature makes us all vulnerable to be deceived just 
as it cripples us, through our physiological biases and emotions, in making changes and thereby 
reducing our vulnerability and improving our decision making.  No one is immune and even       
financial professionals succumb by making the same poor decisions from time to time. 
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The stock market may be efficient but individual investors continue to buy and sell irrationally, 
allow discretionary investing on their monies, and neglect due-diligence in their investment      
related decisions. 
 

But what does all of this have to do with the future direction of personal investing? 

 

Any positive changes for investors to improve their chances of success will have to start by      
addressing the conditions defined in Behavioral Finance.  Investopedia (investopedia.com) states 
“Behavioral finance is a relatively new field that seeks to combine behavioral and cognitive     
psychological theory with conventional economics and finance to provide explanations for why 
people make irrational financial decisions.” 
 

Investors have to learn, understand, and counteract the effects of the following conditions in    
order to change their future direction of personal investing.  Whether you self-direct or utilize a 
financial professional, all investing decisions are the responsibility of you, the investor.  The   
easiest way to overcome the behavioral finance effects is to create, evaluate, and modify a        
long-term investing plan. 
 

Focus only on positives when decisions are viewed as a preference (want) 
Focus only on the negatives when decisions are viewed as an aversion (do not want) 

Loss (pain) is felt twice as strongly as gain (pleasure) 
Oversensitivity versus cautiousness 

Concept of sunk costs 
Money is constant whether in cash or credit 

Regret is greater in the short-term by mistakes of action 

Pain is greater in the long-term by mistakes of inaction 

Resistance to change, maintain status quo 

Small numbers turn into big numbers 
Concept of anchoring 

Information or issues are treated favorably if they substantiate your belief 
Information or issues are avoided or discarded if they challenge your belief 

Procrastination 

Overconfidence 
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Attribute events which substantiate a held belief as one’s abilities 
Attribute events which contradict a held belief as circumstances beyond one’s control 

Familiarity becoming factual 
Conformity or herd following 

Uniformity 
 

It is a very long list and dealing with these conditions is a continuing uphill battle with ourselves.  
Assume you will always make some investment mistakes.  They are necessary to learn, become 
knowledgeable, and eventually make better decisions in the future. 
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Who or What Determines a Successful Investor? 
 

Success is the culmination of efforts, often with a sprinkling of luck.  When success is associated 
with an innately human aspiration (as opposed to basic successful endeavors like finding food and  
water), it becomes a psychological condition.  The efforts to achieve success inject motivation and 
drive.  The attainment of success wells forth happiness and contentment.  The shortcomings of 
achieving success projects disappointment and longing.  The common thread for all these         
conditions is the human psyche. 
 

In my white paper entitled “The SUCCESSFUL INVESTOR and The EMOTIONALLY &            
PSYCHOLOGICALLY IMPEDED INVESTOR SYNDROME (EPIIS)”, I briefly discuss the following 
items: 

Personal success is measured with personalized yardsticks. These yardsticks are not       
interchangeable! 
A successful investor maximizes their personal investment dollars based on due diligence 
decisions with limited emotional influence and psychological biases. 
Markets may be efficient, but the individual investor is reactionary. 
Behavioral Finance attempts to encompass the concept of the Emotionally & Psychologically 
Impeded Investor Syndrome (EPIIS). 
Emotional and psychologically biased investing can be controlled. 
A successful investor must become dispassionate about their personal investment dollars. 
Personal investment failure is a direct result of personal emotional and psychologically      
biased decision-making. 
Long-Term Success includes Short-Term Successes (Gains) and Failures (Losses). 
Every investor determines their own level of success. 
 

There are four Essential Personal Elements to successful investing: 
 Effort – Motivation and Commitment 
 Education – Patience and Time 

 Experience – Self-Confidence, Action and Decision Making  
 Evaluation – Methodical and Thorough 

 

Success for any one individual may very well be a half-measure for another.  Only the individual 
investor can truly determine if and when they are successful.  The results of your best efforts are 
your success!  
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BUSINESS CYCLE SPECIFICS 

 

 
“http://centralecon.wikia.com/wiki/File:Business-cycle-graph-better.jpg” 

 

“From a conceptual perspective, the business cycle is the upward and downward movements of 
levels of GDP (gross domestic product) and refers to the periods of expansions and contractions 
in the level of economic activities (business fluctuations) around a long-term growth trend.” 

“https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-economics/chapter/key-topics-in-macroeconomics/” 
 

The National Bureau of Economic Research is a nonprofit economic research organization.  Their 
data extends back to mid-1800s.  They do not forecast business cycles.  They make their        
determinations of peaks and troughs at some time after the events have occurred, even as much 
as a year later. 
 

Business cycles (also called economic cycles) are real and reoccurring, but not regular.         
Business cycles drive the stock market, not the other way around.  Following are the dates and 
durations of the last seven business cycles as determined by the NBER. 

“http://www.nber.org/cycles/cyclesmain.html” 
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An economic indicator is simply a piece of economic data associated with a specific timeframe, like 
monthly nonfarm payrolls or new residential construction.  The stock market is one such indicator.  
These indicators are usually separated into weekly, monthly, and quarterly periods.  Also,          
economic indicators are often placed into categories called leading, coincident, and lagging. 
 

The data or economic indicators are published by the following agencies: 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

U.S. Government Publishing Office 

U.S. Census Bureau 

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis 

 

All of this information is monitored, analyzed, and reported on, usually monthly, by U.S. agencies, 
nonprofit and for-profit organizations, news media, and websites.  Leading economic indicators 
should now be a primary concern for individual investors.  They are used to signal the eventual 
conclusion of both the expansion and contraction phases of the current business cycle. 
 

Following are some of the many web locations which report and/or discuss monthly leading       
economic indicators: 

The Conference Board 

ECRI Institute 

Advisor Perspectives – DSHORT 

St. Louis Federal Reserve 
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For you as a long-term investor, thorough risk management services for your portfolio must      
include the monitoring of current business cycle activity.  The peak of an expansion may only   
occur every 73 to 120 months after its start, based on the last three cycles above (we are         
approaching 120 months), but the subsequent contraction can be devastating to your portfolio. 
 

Unlike the stock market, business cycles do not change rapidly.  It will take many months or even 
years for individual economic elements to change.  Eventually, all economic elements will         
coalesce to affect the cycle.   Every town, city, county, state, business, city, state and federal  
governments, and in fact every individual contributes to and affects the business cycle.  Trying to 
predict or forecast specific peaks or troughs is impossible.  That is why forecasters use a macro 
view of economic indicators to monitor trends.  Significant changes to these trends indicate 
changes of the underlying business cycle conditions which will ultimately result in expansion 
peaks and contraction troughs.  A recent and interesting article entitled “Forecasting the Next   
Recession” can be found at the following website. 

“https://www.advisorperspectives.com/commentaries/2017/11/30/forecasting-the-next-recession” 
 

One overriding element in the business cycle is money.  It is at the heart of buying, selling,      
paying, income, cost, profit, loss, easing, tightening, borrowing, investments, hiring, and inflation.  
Manipulating money, over time, will have consequences to the economy and affect the business 
cycle.  The Federal Reserve is the agency responsible for controlling money flow and at what rate  
and cost. 
 

There is an underlying antithesis to business cycles and the stock market as leading indicator.  It 
is based on three factors; long-term (business cycle), short-term (stock market), and reaction time 
(reversing direction).  Envision a title wave (business cycle expansion) taking place in the ocean.  
It has a long-term direction toward the shore.  It is doesn’t change direction and is difficult to see 
but has tremendous power.  When it reaches land, it uses the remaining waters to create a     
towering wave (stock market) which peaks and then crashes ashore.  From the land’s viewpoint, 
the towering wave leads the title wave but in reality, it is just the reaction to the concluding event. 
 

Another way to look at this partnership is that the business cycle and stock market are like a 
dance team.  They move to the same tune, they are together, but like with dance partners, only 
one leads and the other follows.  The long-term direction is set by the business cycle.  It leads.  
The stock market’s long-term trend, either up or down, is determined by the business cycle.         
It follows.  Since the stock market doesn’t know where it is going long-term, it has to react much 
more quickly (short-term) to the change of direction being set by the business cycle.  That         
reaction (within months) from the reversing of one long-term direction of the business cycle to   
another is the key to making an investment change.  Leading economic indicators are the road 
sign for the changes in direction of the business cycle.  Monitoring stock market reactions, at  
business cycle changes and not at mid-cycle corrections, can determine exit and entry points.  It 
is NOT necessarily related to stock market highs or lows! 
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Business cycle activity and related stock market reactions changes over time.  Volatility now 
dominates the stock market.  It started in 1995.  Prior to that, stock market expansion highs and 
contraction lows in business cycles were similar to today’s normal mid-expansion stock market 
corrections.  We have moved from a waltz to a tango!  Following are from my personal W5000 
chart. 
 

 
1460.92 High on 11//26/1980 – 1051.12 Low on 8/12/1982: -28.1% 

(Refer to Previous NBER Chart) 

 
3523.47 High on 10/9/1989 – 2772.31 Low on 10/11/1990: -21.3% 

(Refer to Previous NBER Chart) 
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Mid Expansion Correction: 14495.4 on 4/29/11 – 11459.4 on 10/3/11: -20.9% 

(Current Business Cycle) 
 

The question now is whether or not investors can be convinced to abandon the Financial        
Industry’s standard risk management tool, diversification, as the means to preserve wealth in 
business cycle contractions.  Other tools are available. 
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PRE - 1995 
 

The World War II generation mostly invested in stocks purchased through stock brokerage firms.  
Commissions were high and stock research was accomplished with paper and no computers.  
Only a small percentage of the population participated in stock ownership.  The stock market 
crash of 1929 continued to weigh heavily on any future and potential investor’s mind. 
 

From January, 1966 through July, 1982, equity owners suffered severe losses.  As you can see 
from the charts below, the Dow Jones lost 73% and the S&P 500 lost 62%.  Shaded areas are 
business cycle contractions. 
 

 
http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart 
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http://www.macrotrends.net/2324/sp-500-historical-chart-data 

 

The next chart shows saving for retirement was much safer with 10 year Treasuries.  From 
1/3/1966 through 9/21/1981, the rates steadily rose from 4.6% to 15.68%. 
 

 
http://www.macrotrends.net/2016/10-year-treasury-bond-rate-yield-chart 
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The next generation of investors (boomers) experienced a confluence of circumstances within a 
25-year period which has changed the nature of investing and accumulation of wealth for     
themselves and their subsequent generations. 
 

1970s 
Elimination of fixed commissions for stock purchases 
ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act) 

Schwab (discount stock broker) 
Vanguard (client-owned mutual fund company) 

Money Market funds 
Index mutual funds 
No-load mutual funds 

401ks 
1980s 

IRAs 
12b-1 fees (marketing and distribution fees) 

Desktop Computers 
1990s 

ETFs 
2000s 

Internet 
 

Due to the introduction of these new investment products, government laws, and technology, 
very significant societal changes emerged from 1978 through 1980 which forced the need for 
greater individual investing involvement. 
 

Private companies started converting their pension plans from defined benefit to defined         
contribution.  With a defined benefit pension plan, the company is responsible for funding and 
managing the investments needed to secure their employee’s future retirement monies at fixed, 
predetermined levels.  With a defined contribution pension plan, the employee is now responsible 
for funding and managing their own investments and future retirement monies at variable,        
unknown levels.  This eventually created more demand for EFTs, mutual funds, and stocks from 
an increasing population of individual investors with inadequate knowledge, education, and skills. 
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https://www.ebri.org/publications/benfaq/index.cfm?fa=retfaq14 
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Using the Wilshire 5000 Total Market (W5000) Index as a stock market evaluator, let’s examine 
what happened from 1980 through 1994.  The following comes from my personal chart of the 
W5000. 
 

 
 

From a value of 1078.29 on 12/31/1979 to 4540.62 on 12/30/1994, the W5000 increased 321% 
or 10.06% annually for 15 years.  This included the Black Monday event in 1987 and three   
business cycle contractions (6 months in 1980, 16 months from 1981 – 1982 and 8 months from 
1990 – 1991).  From a historical returns standpoint, this period experienced normal stock market   
returns over a 10+ year period with some infrequent and irregular volatility. 
 

Considering the ubiquitous stock market losses which occurred from 1966 through 1982 as   
previously shown graphically,  individual investors saving for retirement during the 1980s and 
first half of the 1990s, dramatically increased their retirement wealth with normal stock market 
volatility. 
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1995 – 2017 
 

Before I start to dissect all the significant issues with the stock market from 1995 through 2017, 
let’s review the activity of the Wilshire 5000 Total Market index (W5000) from 1980 through 2017.  
Again, this is my personal chart of the W5000 and I will be using various segments of it in my 
analysis. 
 

 
 

The longest previous business cycle expansion on record today (120 months) occurred between 
March, 1991 and March, 2001.  As discussed in the pre-1995 section, the period between 1980 
and 1994 maintained a relatively stable 10% annualized growth of the W5000. 
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Something happened in 1995 and continues today.  EXTREME VOLATILITY!  Way up, way 
down, way up, way down, and way, way up.  Within each swing, either up or down, there have 
been tremendous short-term fluctuations.  To provide some context regarding past versus       
current volatility, let’s look at the Black Monday event in 1987. 
 

 
 

The W5000 value dropped 17.9% in one day and 33.7% in 101 days.  It was significant enough 
at the time to name it.  The market recovered within 2 years and all this activity was contained 
within the expansion phase of that business cycle which ended in 1990.  The total loss in the   
following business cycle contraction was only –20.2% (stock market peak to trough). 
 

As shown below, within the business cycle contraction in 2001, the W5000 dropped 18.7% in 29 
days and 25% in 122 days (the total loss in this correction was 50%).  Within the business cycle 
contraction in 2008, the W5000 value dropped 22% in 9 days and 42% in 62 days with no label 
(the total loss in this correction was 56.6%). 
 

    
   2001            2008 
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What about negative volatility during business cycle expansions?  Without going into detail, a 
20.7% drop occurred in 1998, a 7.5% drop in 2006, a 16.3% drop in 2010, a 20.9% drop in 2011, 
and a 17.1% drop in 2015/2016. 
 

Does all this volatility have an effect on investors?  Since loss (pain) is felt twice as strongly as 
gain (pleasure), is it safe to assume ongoing stock volatility will continue to keep investors out of 
the stock market (or at least less than what is necessary).  Equity investments are the only 
means for most investors to achieve a financially secure retirement!   
 

What could possibly be the cause for the volatility changes which started in 1995?  With such an 
enormous economy and dynamic stock market, there are probably many factors at play.        
However, as reported online by the Financial Times, “The number of listed companies in the US 
has fallen to 3,603 as of the end of February, 2017 from more than 7,000 in the dotcom bubble of 
the late 1990s and 4,432 in 1977, according to Wilshire Associates. Ten years ago, there were 
about 4,900 listed companies.”  Following is the chart. 
 

 
https://www.ft.com/content/c1885950-35c5-11e7-bce4-9023f8c0fd2e 

 

In addition, companies have continued the trend of stock buy back which decreases the        
availability of stocks. It appears that more demand is chasing less supply thereby driving stock 
prices higher with potentially greater volatility.  It may be simplistic but it seems fairly straight    
forward. 
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Is the rate of growth during business cycle expansions also impacted by volatility?  As I stated 
previously, up until 1994 the historical rate of growth for stocks was around 10% a year 
(supposedly the norm).  However, from 1/1/1995 to the peak of that business cycle on 
3/24/2000, the annualized rate of return was 25.2%!  The next business cycle expansion, which 
went from 10/9/2002 to 10/9/2007, had an annualized return of 16.54%.  The annualized return 
for the current business cycle expansion which started on 3/9/2009 to 12/29/2017 is 17.1%.  
 

 See the following charts. 

                    
     1995-2000                       2002-2007                     2009-2017 

 

Utilizing the standard methods of investing and risk management espoused by the 
Financial Industry has not made much sense since 1995 and has actually been 

detrimental to the individual investor. 
 

If you were a value investor with all this volatility, at what dates below was the adjusted price for 
a share of Ford stock undervalued or overvalued or fairly valued? 

    3/24/2000 $15.14 (Expansion Peak) 
    10/9/2002 $4.85   (Contraction Trough) 
    10/9/2007 $6.56   (Expansion Peak) 
    3/9/2009 $1.37   (Contraction Trough) 
    12/29/2017 $12.49 (Ongoing Expansion) 
 

As long-term investor, your goal is accumulate wealth to fund your retirement.  Whether value or 
growth oriented, you have to accomplish that goal by doing three things; buy low, sell high, and 
avoid or minimize both your costs and losses.  If you can sell equities anywhere around the 
peak of a business cycle expansion, and buy equities anywhere around the trough of a business    
cycle contraction, would you accomplish all three things?  Note, I stated buying and selling      
anywhere around those events, not at the exact stock market highs or lows. 
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At some point in your investing lifetime, you will shift from 100% accumulators to both                    
accumulators and consumers of your investments.  If you intend to leave a legacy, there will      
always be some percentage of accumulation.  In the past, retirement income has come primarily 
from bonds and near cash investments.  Due to the previous declining long-term interest rate cycle 
(which started in 1981 at a peak of 15.68%), there has been slowly decreasing rates which       
provided both interest income and capital gains.  Dividend income and capital gains from equities 
was not necessarily required.  See the following chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“http://www.macrotrends.net/2016/10-year-treasury-bond-rate-yield-chart” 
 
However, since 2011, there has been a band of low up and down rates which have produced low 
interest payments with minimal capital gains or even losses.  Interest from money market accounts 
and CDs have been insignificant.  This environment has pushed fixed income investors into       
dividend stocks.  Effective risk management has now become even more critical due their heavier 
exposure to equities.  Also, if the interest rate trend continues, these investors will need to become 
more total return oriented rather than fixed income or dividend oriented. 
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This new age of stock market volatility, beginning around 1995, has created an investing         
environment unlike anything in the last 100 years.  See the following 100-year Dow Jones chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart” 
 
Can we afford to assume that we are NOT heading toward another disastrous stock market loss 
with the next business cycle contraction?  The Financial Industry would like you to believe the 
last two incidents were isolated.  Regardless of what future events may trigger the next business 
cycle contraction, a significant potential loss may very well be looming again.  Are you willing   
accept the consequences? 
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2018 & BEYOND 

 

Corporate longevity, and the subsequent effect on stock prices and volatility, is still in peril.  The 
prospects of fewer and larger companies, which has been occurring since 1995, is continuing.  
Therefore, we will very likely continue to experience high volatility for years or decades.  See the 
following articles from Credit Suisse and Innosight. 

“https://research-doc.credit-suisse.com/
doclanguage=ENG&format=PDF&sourceid=em&document_id=1070991801&serialid=TqtAPA%2FTEBUW%

2BgCJnJNtlkenIBO4nHiIyPL7Muuz0FI%3D” 
“https://www.innosight.com/insight/creative-destruction/” 

 

I am sure you have seen movies where a person on the sidewalk is carrying a sign saying, “The 
End is Near!”.  The conclusion of this current business cycle expansion is drawing near and    
everybody is talking about it.  In fact, Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine, January issue, had 
three stories entitled “Where to Invest in 2018” and “Invest in Tech, Financials in 2018”, and “The 
Perks of a Portfolio Review”.  See the following Kiplinger’s websites.  Money magazine, January/
February issue, had three articles in their Investor’s Guide 2018, Section 1, entitled “Taking Stock 
of the Bull Market”, “When will the Rally End”, and “How We Got Here: A Timeline”.  The common 
threads in these articles are 1) the current expansion is in the later stages, 2) time to rebalance 
due to the pending stock market downturn, and 3) diversification is the only risk management tool 
for investors. 

“https://www.kiplinger.com/article/investing/T052-C008-S002-where-to-invest-in-2018.html” 
“https://www.kiplinger.com/article/investing/T038-C000-S002-market-strategist-invest-in-tech-financials-2018.html” 

 

A popular television series, WealthTrack, completed their 2018 two-part annual outlook shows 
earlier this year.  The following topics were discussed; super bull market, melt up (low inflation 
and high growth), high stock evaluations, high debt levels, flattening yield curve, and taking   
money off the table.  Also, one of the guests stated the lowest priced investments occur at the 
worst of times, which is the best time to buy (referring to the end of a contraction).  The final     
action point was “Be prepared psychologically and financially for a correction in the financial   
markets”.  Their catch phrase is always “to help you build and protect your wealth over the      
long-term”. 
 

HOWEVER, NO ONE IS PROVIDING THE INDIVIDUAL INVESTOR ANY SPECIFICS ON HOW, 
WHERE, OR WHEN TO ACCOMPLISH ANY OF THEIR GENERAL SUGGESTIONS OR                    
RECOMMENDATIONS!  Even financial professionals servicing their clients offer little concrete or 
effective advice or than just rebalance and stay the course (diversification). 
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All of these sources offering advice or recommendations to investors are supported in part by the 
Financial Industry.  It is exactly like the fox guarding the hen house in order to collect the eggs, 
and an occasional hen!  Where can the individual investor go for unbiased and effective help? 

 

Robert Shiller, a Noble Prize-winning economist, was interviewed on WealthTrack in February, 
2014.  See the website below.  He stated that in an efficient market, anyone who tries harder, is 
smarter, more organized, looks at the data, and looks for things other people haven’t found can 
beat the market.  He also stated that sometimes you might have way of judging the market that 
gives a buy or sell signal every 10 or 20 years but you can’t make a career from that because it 
doesn’t come along often enough. 

“https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABvtKGrIDUs” 
 

Some investors are still performing short-term market timing and trading.  In fact, the broker/
dealer competition for the lowest cost per trade is very active.  Appropriately though, most         
individual investors have a long-term view.  Actively trading is not an effective option for long-term 
wealth.  However, what about the aspect of timing, not the stock market, but business cycle      
expansions and contractions?  The frequency would ideally be only one sell/buy combination  
every 8 to 10 years.  In fact, one web site, iMarketSignals (imarketsignals.com) has developed 
three distinct categories of investing signals; leading recession indicators, buy and hold, and 
weekly trading. 
 

Individual investors have numerous sites, organizations, and services to help them avoid the        
ravages of business cycle contractions.  Research these specific locations: 

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

US Government Publishing Office 

US Census Bureau 

US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis 

The Conference Board 

ECRI 
Advisor Perspectives 

 

Why shouldn’t individual investors utilize the opportunities to make use of any tool or      
strategy which will preserve their wealth in contractions and increase their returns by     
investing at the start of an expansion?  Who are you going to believe, the Financial Industry, or 
a Noble Prize-winning economist, all the informational websites, and me? 
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“investescent.com” 

 
“investescent.com” 

 

How long did it take the Financial Industry and investors to embrace index funds and ETFs?  How 
long before investors accept and embrace the idea of exiting the stock market at the start of       
business cycle contractions and re-entering the stock market at the start of a business cycle         
expansion?  How long before a financial company realizes the monetary incentives of offering      
investors a mutual fund which would preserve wealth during contractions and maximize gains during 
expansions?  How much higher will this stock market go before the contraction starts?  Will that new 
high exacerbate the eventual stock market decline? 
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How many people still communicate through hand-written letters versus texts and emails?  How 
many perform their primary telephone calling with landlines?  How many watch their television           
programming using an antenna?  How many use physical maps to find a destination?  How many 
listen to their music using a portable CD player?  We do not live our lives today like we did 10 or 
20 years ago.  Why are we investing the same way? 

 

My Capital Preservation and Market Value Investing strategy will take the investor out of the stock 
market around the start of a business cycle contraction and get back into the stock market around 
the beginning of the next business cycle expansion.  My LTTA (Long-Term Trend Analysis) white   
paper discusses the details of this strategy.  There are also several videos regarding this strategy. 
 

Visit my website, “Investescent.com” for all this content and more. 
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I have taken you on what may seem to be a bizarre journey, especially if you are unfamiliar with 
some of the concepts discussed.  You are not alone.  Have you heard the phrase “Ignorance of 
the Law is No Excuse”?  Well, ignorance of investing is no excuse for you to not save more,       
appropriately invest, investigate and learn more, and perform due diligence in all your investing 
decisions! 
 

The Financial Industry will always consider my position and philosophies as heresy.  Individual  
investors will eventually consider me as either a kindred mentor or misguided charlatan.  It will be 
determined in the relatively near future.  How many billions or trillions of dollars were lost before in 
the periods 2000 through 2003 and 2008 through 2009, and will they be lost again in the next  
business cycle contraction?  Ladies and gentlemen, place your bets……. I mean your           
retirement savings! 
 

www.investescent.com 

investools101@gmail.com 

785-224-0186 


